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Installation Manual
for Formal Waterfall Kit

Kit includes: 
(1)  15' x 20' 45 mil rubber liner - enough to line the 42" x 42" reservoir and have 

a 36" apron of liner around the reservoir to catch any splash. Liner goes un-
der wall block and up the backside around the diffuser to ensure no leaks!

(1)  15' x 20' underlayment - protects liner
(1)  JAFM mini vault
(8)  JAFRC Res-Cubes - increases water capacity of reservoir.
(1)  EP2200 Pump - Mag drive pump with three year warranty
(1)  CVA15EP - check valve assembly for pump
(8')  FP150F pipe - 11/2" fl ex pipe from pump to spillway
(1)  UWD23 diffuser - 23" wide waterfall diffuser, inlet set up for 11/2" pipe
(1)  UWD23C Lip - copper fl ange for UWD23

Building this kit is much like building a pondless waterfall 
system. A reservoir to catch the water is built using Res-
Cubes and an EasyPro Mini Pond Vault. The water is then 
pumped up the backside of the wall into a Universal Wa-
terfall Diffuser which is outfi tted with a copper spillway lip. 
The diffuser is load bearing so it can easily be installed in 
a block wall without the need for additional support. This 
diffuser is virtually clog-free for easy maintenance!
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Step 1 — The fi rst step is to prepare the base under the block wall. Follow block manufactures recommendations for compact-
ing a fi rm base. This should be done before the hole is dug for the reservoir to ensure the reservoir walls do not cave in when 
compacting the base for the block wall.

Step 2 — After the base is prepared, dig the reservoir. The fi nished size of the reservoir will be approximately 36" - 38" square 
but you will need to oversize the hole now and then backfi ll once all the Res Cubes and the pump vault are installed. Start with a 
hole that is 42" x 42" square x 24" deep. To ensure that all the water that splashes stays inside the reservoir it is recommended 
that you leave approximately 30" of liner on all three sides of the reservoir. Use a small amount of the excess dirt to create a 
slope under the liner back towards the reservoir (see illustration on front).

Step 3 — Once the reservoir is dug, lay the underlayment into the reservoir. Keep approximately 30" of extra material to the front 
of the reservoir and then run all the extra material to the back where the block wall will be built. 
After the underlayment is installed, install the pond liner in the same manner.

Step 4 — Place the pump vault in one of the front corners of the reservoir. Make sure the outlet 
hole on the vault is facing towards the block wall. Locate the (8) Res Cubes in the reservoir as 
shown to the right. This will fi ll the majority of your reservoir. You may either use small 2" - 4" stone 
to fi ll in the gap between the Res Cubes and the outside walls or you can lift the liner and use dirt 
to backfi ll behind the liner - pushing the liner forward up against the Res Cubes. The top of the Res 
Cubes and the pump vault are approximately 22" high. You can use the small stone to fi ll in the 
remaining couple inches of depth and to cover the Res Cubes and vault so you only see the rock 
bed.

Step 5 — Stretch the underlayment and the liner out across the previously prepared base for the 
block wall. For extra protection, trim a 12" strip of excess underlayment from the end of the large 
piece and lay it on top of the liner over the area where the block will sit. This puts a barrier between 
the liner and the block wall to protect the liner. Insert one end of the 11/2" fl ex pipe into the pump 
vault approximately 3". Extend the pipe out in the direction of the excess liner and underlayment.

Step 6 — Build your block wall. Cut a channel on the base row of block if needed to allow the 
11/2" fl ex pipe to remain laying fl at on the ground. Build the block wall according to manufacturer’s 
specifi cations. Install the waterfall diffuser at the desired height and location in the wall. The cop-
per lip simply slides over the top of the spillway. Use a bead of silicone caulk to prevent water from 
leaking in between the two pieces. The back of the spillway will stick out behind the block wall. 

This allows you to connect the plumbing line after the wall is built.

Step 7 — Once the block wall is built you can connect the fl ex PVC line into the end of the spill-
way. Glue this fi tting using regular PVC glue. After this connection has set up you can take the lin-
er and underlayment and run it up the backside of the block wall and around the spillway. Hold in 
place while you backfi ll with dirt up the backside of the block wall. Once you have the backfi ll up 
at least as high as the top of the spillway you can then trim any excess liner and underlayment. 

Keep in mind during the building process that you are using one piece of liner to line the reser-
voir, go under the block wall and up the 
back side. By doing this you eliminate any 
chance of leaking since the entire project 
is one piece of liner. Be sure on the outside 
edges where the liner goes under the block 
wall that you stand the liner up vertical 
between two rows of block. This prevents 
any water from going sideways and leak-
ing out of the liner. 

You can now begin landscaping the reservoir area with rocks and plants 
as well as planting the backside of the block wall. Very little maintenance 
is needed for this feature. Depending on evaporation and wind, water 
should not have to be added very often to maintain a safe operating level 
in the reservoir (remember the pump must ALWAYS be submerged). De-
pending on the amount of sun, you may get some unwanted growth on 
the surface of the reservoir or the spillway. Using a product like EasyPro 
Rock & Waterfall Cleaner as needed should eliminate any issues. ENJOY!!
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